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Location 

 The location of your balance has a direct impact on the precision and 

reproducibility of your weighing results. 

 L1 – Working table 

- Use a stable table with an antimagnetic surface 

- Protect it against electrostatic charges 

- It should be fixed to either the wall or the floor, but not both 

 L2 – Working room 

- The table should be placed in the corner of the room; in a building, it’s the place 

with the least vibration 

- The room should be free from drafts  

 L3 – Room temperature 

- Keep the room temperature as stable as possible, 20-25ºC 

- Do not locate the balance near radiators or windows  

- Tip: Balances with FACT automatic internal adjustment can compensate for 

virtually all the remaining temperature drift 
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Location 

 The location of your balance has a direct impact on the precision and 

reproducibility of your weighing results. 

 L4 – Humidity 

- Do not operate the balance above or below the measuring range of 20-80% rH  

 L5 – Light as a heat source 

- Do not place the balance in direct sunlight  

- Place the balance away from other light sources, especially light bulbs 

 L6 – Air 

- Do not place the balance in the air flow of air conditioners or devices with 

ventilators 

- Place the balance away from radiators  

- Tip: Open the draft shield of the balance only as far as necessary  
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Location 

 Here are basic hints about how to position a balance in the lab to achieve 

optimal weighing results. 

- Place the analytical balance on a stable weighing table to avoid disturbance by 

vibrations. The weighing bench must also be stable enough that the balance 

display does not change when someone leans on the table or steps up to the 

weighing station. 

- Position the balance directly over the legs of the bench instead of the middle 

section of a long bench, since this area is subject to the least vibration. 

- Avoid air drafts from air conditioning and ventilation. Do not place the balance 

next to a door and avoid high traffic places. 

- Keep the lab room temperature as constant as possible. Do not expose the 

balance to direct sunlight in order to avoid warming up the balance. Temperature 

changes influence the weighing result. Typical drift is 1–2 ppm/°C. 

- Activate FACT and proFACT. FACT and proFACT are fully automatic time- and 

temperature-controlled internal adjustment procedures and help avoid 

environmental interference with weighing results. Thus, analytical balances with 

FACT or proFACT provide consistently correct weighings. 

- Keep air humidity ideally in the range of 45 – 60% relative humidity (RH). 

Balances should never be operated above or below the measuring range of 20 to 

80% RH. 
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Operating the balance 

 Correct handling of your balance and sample is essential to minimize external 

influences on your weighing results.  

 O1 – Switching on  

- Do not disconnect the balance from the power supply  

- The balance should always be left switched on  

 O2 – Leveling 

- Ensure the balance is level by checking that the air bubble is in the center of the 

level indicator 

 O3 – Weighing vessel 

- Use the smallest possible weighing vessel 

- Avoid weighing vessels made of plastic when atmospheric humidity is below 30-

40% 

 O4 – Weighing pan 

- Always place the sample in the middle of the weighing pan  

- Take care when using magnetic stir bars 
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Operating the balance 

 Correct handling of your balance and sample is essential to minimize external 

influences on your weighing results.  

 O5 – Reading 

- Check that the balance displays exactly zero before weighing 

- Tare after placing the weighing vessel on the balance 

- Ensure that the reading is stable before recording the result  

 O7 – Sample 

- Avoid touching the sample and weighing vessel 

- Acclimatize the sample and weighing vessel before weighing 

- Be aware of possible electrostatic charging of the sample and weighing vessel  

 O8 – Data Management 

- Transmit your data to a printer or a PC for storing of the measurement  

- Tip: Wireless transmission reduces the amount of cables in your workplace 
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Operating the balance 

 Few updates and changes to traditional lab equipment can make big 

differences in accuracy and weighing task productivity. 

- Dose directly into your tare container. Place the tare container 

ergonomically to ease filling procedures. ErgoClips can help. ErgoClips 

are tare container holders, available for all kinds of vessels and vials. They 

keep containers well-positioned for weighing. ErgoClips fit all Excellence 

XPE and XSE analytical balances. 

- Avoid intermediate receptacles and old-style weighing papers to 

prevent sample loss. 

- Consider SmartPrep funnels. SmartPrep is an ergonomically designed 

funnel which fits all volumetric flasks. Made of stain-resistance plastic, it 

features a large dosing area to avoid spilling and a smooth surface for 

efficient rinsing. Thus, SmartPrep directly helps to improve accuracy. 

- Consider automatic method guidance. Solution with LabX software 

guides through the entire weighing process by prompting each operational 

step on the balance display. In addition, LabX collects data for later 

evaluation, archiving purposes or audits and avoids transcription error risk. 

LabX also speeds up lab work. 
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Routine Testing  

 Routine testing verifies your balance is performing within specifications and 

ensures valid results. 

 R1 – How to test your balance 

- Warm up the balance  

- Clean the balance pan before testing 

- Level the balance 

- Perform the test in accordance with your SOP  

 R2 – Weights 

- Use certified weights in the correct weight class (OIML, ASTM) 

- Always use gloves and tweezers when handling weights  

- Tip: CarePac weight sets contain just two carefully selected weights and all the 

accessories you need for worry-free balance testing 
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Good Weighing Practice™ 

 R3 – METTLER TOLEDO’s Good Weighing Practice™ is a global risk-based 

weighing guideline that helps you make the right decision where it really 

matters. 

 GWP® includes: 

- Evaluation, Selection, Installation, Operation and Testing of your weighing system.  

 Advantages of using GWP® and its solutions are: 

- Advice on how to choose the correct balance for your requirements 

- Guidance on handling and maintenance of the balance to always achieve accurate 

results 

- Recommendations for the right testing scenarios 

- Reduced costs and secure audits  
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Common Problems and Explanations 

 Problem: Weight display of a weighing sample drifts in one direction 

- Possible Explanation: Temperature influences on the balance 

- Possible Solution: Refer to L3, L5, O6 

 Problem: Weight display of a weighing sample permanently drifts in one 

direction 

- Possible Explanation: Moisture gain or loss by the weighing sample 

- Possible Solution: Refer to L4, O6  

 Problem: Each weighing shows a different result. The weight display is 

unstable. Repeatability of the result is poor 

- Possible Explanation: Electrostatically charged weighing samples or vessels  

- Possible Solution: Refer to L3, L4, O6  

 Problem: Weight of a weighing sample depends on its position on the weighing 

pan. Repeatability of the result is poor, but display is stable 

- Possible Explanation: Magnetic weighing samples or vessels 

- Possible Solution: Refer to O4 
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Common Problems and Explanations 

 Problem: More (true) mass on platform than is indicated by the balance  

- Possible Explanation: Air buoyancy, temperature differences, electrostatic charging  

- Possible Solution: Refer to L3, L4, O6 

 Problem: The weighing values are different when the weighing height changes  

- Possible Explanation: Interplay of gravitational force and centrifugal acceleration 

- Possible Solution: Refer to R1, R2 
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The Right Readability: The Display Effect 

 It can be summarized by "the weight displayed by 

your balance is not the weight measured by your 

balance." 

 Digitally indicated results may not show an exact 

measurement because the weighing result is 

rounded according to the scale interval, i.e. "d". 

 This figure shows the measurement graduations 

of a balance with a digital display. 

 The scale of the display is shown in  (blue color). 

 The scale of the measured weight is shown in  

(black color). This scale is not visible on the 

balance. 
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The Display Effect 

 Different displayed weights by the balance are 

shown in . They change from zero up the maximal 

capacity by steps of 1 g, e.g. “20.00 mg”, “20.01 

mg”, “20.02 mg”. 

 The value measured by the balance and identified 

in , displays the value "20.01 mg". 

 This value measured in  is limited by 2 

changeover limits in . Any measurement between 

these 2 limits "20.005 mg" and "20.015 mg" will 

provide the same displayed value of "20.01 mg". 

 If the measured weight is in between the 2 limits 

"20.005 mg" and "19.995 mg", the displayed value 

will be "20.00 mg". 

 This type of rounding is called "rounding to the 

closest value". 
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The Relative Error 

 As seen before, a balance display indicating "10.00 mg" will remain the same if 

the measured weight is in between 9.995 mg and 10.0049 mg. 

 The range of the measured weight (10.0049 mg – 9.995 mg  0.01 mg) is 

equivalent to d. 

 The relative error E%, of this weighing result and this balance, is equivalent to 

the ratio between d and the displayed weight m: 𝐸% =  𝑑 / 𝑚 × 100 

 With a displayed weight of 10 mg, the relative error is then: 

𝐸% =  
𝑑

𝑚
=

0.01 𝑚𝑔

10.00 𝑚𝑔
× 100 = 0.1% 

 With a displayed weight of 1 mg, the relative error is then: 

𝐸% =  
𝑑

𝑚
=

0.01 𝑚𝑔

1.00 𝑚𝑔
× 100 = 1% 

 With a displayed weight of 0.1 mg, the relative error is then: 

𝐸% =  
𝑑

𝑚
=

0.01 𝑚𝑔

0.10 𝑚𝑔
× 100 = 10% 
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0.10% as Relative Error 

 What is the acceptable relative error for your activity? 

 USP provides us the solution. 

 On June 3rd 2013, United States Pharmacopeia has published in the second 

supplement to USP36-NF31, the revised mandatory chapter 41 on balances. 

 This revision defines balance test procedures for US pharma manufacturers 

and suppliers, as well as companies who export to the US, and aim to help 

ensure accuracy. 

 USP stipulates a relative error of 0.10% for the repeatability and the accuracy 

of the weighing result. 
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The Minimum Weight 

 We can deduce that if the user wants to guarantee a weighing result with a 

relative error of 0.10% (USP requirements), the smallest acceptable weight 

with this balance is 10.00 mg (red dot lines) 
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